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Twelve years after the global economic crisis in 2008, the recent outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic presents

another humongous global economic bleak. The disruptions in supply chains and trade have reduced productivity

leading to slowed economic growth worldwide. Kenya’s economy is largely driven and sustained by an estimated

2.3 million micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSMEs), which employ about 6.3 million people and sustain the

livelihoods of an estimated 32 million people.  The disruptions caused by the pandemic affected micro and small

enterprises far more than large established businesses that traditionally have access to flexible production,

infrastructure, and transactional, financial, and market-access instruments.

As the world joined forces to contain the current COVID-19 crisis amid calls for social distancing and working from

home, small businesses were concerned with how to stay afloat and connected to their customers and suppliers.

In Kenya, a majority of the microenterprises were caught off-guard because they had neither digitized their

transaction processes nor inventories and financial management systems. This spelled doom for micro and small

businesses. Large populations of Kenyans are directly dependent on these microenterprises for their livelihood

and therefore a shutdown of the enterprises implied loss of livelihoods for many households. 

It is against this background that the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office (FCDO) in Kenya, through

the Kenya Catalytic Jobs Fund, created a COVID-19 emergency response fund to provide targeted support to

several SMEs with innovations specifically combatting the effects of COVID-19.

The fund aimed to enable these businesses to build resilience against the economic shocks caused by the

outbreak of the disease, through digitization. This was premised on the hypothesis that those enterprises that had

embraced e-commerce were better able to navigate the disruptions in supply chains, stay afloat and grow even in

the face of the pandemic. This learning paper is a culmination of an internal learning roundtable by three grantees

of the fund, to reflect on the progress they have made in deploying their unique digital tools to transform how

MSMEs do business and create opportunities for growth. The paper examines and outlines achievements by each

grantee, collaborative efforts among the grantees, and a synthesis of what the KCJF team and the grantees are

learning even as they continue with their interventions. 

Context

1  Data from the Micro, Small Enterprises Authority (MSEA) Kenya, 2020.
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Transformative achievements through the support
provided by the Kenya Catalytic Jobs Fund

In December 2020, the KCJF contracted three firms: Digiduka, Somo, and Arifu, to engage with and provide

digitized solutions to microenterprises in the country with the aim to building their resilience against COVID-19

shocks and cushioning the livelihoods of the households supported by the small businesses. These solutions

included the following innovations.

Digitizing inventories and financial records for MSMEs by Somo Africa Ltd

www.somoafrica.com

Over 40,000 small businesses collapse in Kenya annually due to poor record-keeping that limits their ability to

build credit-worthy financial models and be able to access opportunities for external credit.
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Good record-keeping enables a small

business owner to make the right decisions

that grow their business, for example,

knowing which products sell better than

others. 
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The�story�of�Digikua

My mum was an entrepreneur. She used to own a small grocery store
but she really struggled with keeping records of her income and
expenses – that’s why her business failed. I figured if one business
owner has this problem, others probably do as well. So I came up
with the idea of developing software that will make record keeping
easy and accessible. Then a friend told me about Somo and
encouraged me to pitch my idea and apply to their entrepreneur
support programme. I wasn’t taking it too seriously but to my
surprise, I got accepted. Somo helped me develop my idea into a
business model. It started as a web-based application but then we
thought about how we can make it more accessible to everyone.

Charles Juma, Digikua software developer at Somo

 Data from the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics, 2016.2
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http://www.somoafrica.com/


To address these challenges for microenterprises Somo Africa is implementing an innovative solution called

Digikua, a USSD-based system created for microenterprises, that enables entrepreneurs to capture daily or weekly

financial transactions and automatically generate cash flows and income statements to track and manage their

businesses.

Entrepreneurs use the USSD code to capture sales,

client info, expenses, and inventory information. Using

the USSD service enables entrepreneurs from informal

settlements and rural areas to get access to Digikua

using even a basic feature phone.

The system then creates full profiles for entrepreneurs to monitor all the essential business data that is the basis

for communication with partners, advisors, and investors. It tracks performance against goals, loan repayments,

employment levels, and revenue growth. To access the USSD platform, one dials *384*50#, obtains a voucher

2820, which then grants access to the bouquet of free services. To date, a total of 1,106 entrepreneurs have

digitized their inventories and financials using Digikua. 

One example of the small businesses that have embraced Digikua is  Maple's Oven, a small food kiosk that offers

healthy meals at affordable prices in Kibera slums. Founded by Margaret Omwanda, a widow, the business

struggled to stay afloat due to poor record-keeping and manual transactions that limited the entrepreneur’s

ability to understand patterns and trends that would help her grow the business. She learned about Digikua

through a friend, who also runs a small business and had registered on the platform. After completing the process

and finally digitizing her inventories and transactions, Margaret is now able to not only track her business

performance but also understand the types of meals consumed by more people, the days and months that have

more customers and is currently using that data to make daily decisions about her business growth. She has been

able to employ a few more widows from the slum and is embarking on a food delivery service.

By utilizing the Digikua platform, the small business owners are building a culture of financial record-keeping that

is making the businesses more accountable, while providing them with consistent and reliable business cash flow.

The data gathered via Digikua enables Somo Africa to provide targeted support to the small businesses e.g.,

financial modeling and investment planning that creates more opportunities for them to grow.
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User�testimonial

Digikua has helped me understand my finances in
the sense that I am keen on how I spend and
manage business finances.

Margaret Omwanda, Founder of Maple’s Oven 



Simplify the language. To allow more MSMEs to join the digikua platform, Somo is planning to introduce the

demos in Kiswahili and work with other service providers to integrate a digital payment system that is

validated through banking and Mpesa APIs. This will allow for easy access to financial models generated by

the microenterprises and catalyze partnerships for financial credit and other services. 

Simplifying the onboarding process for microenterprises. To join the Digikua platform currently, a small

business is required to be registered first with Somo by reaching out to the company. Once they log onto the

Digikua and create an account, a voucher is sent to them to be able to access the platform’s benefits. This

process may cause some hesitation from small businesses especially those that may find it a little

cumbersome. 

Partnerships for subsidies. Currently, Somo is subsidizing the costs of using Digikua by the small businesses,

but to grow it to a larger number, they need to build partnerships with other supporting companies like the

local telecommunication companies and the Kenya government through the ICT Authority. This will create

opportunities for subsidized USSD code and content access and enable mass registration by microenterprises.

Scale up the outreach and marketing. Businesses grow through robust go-to-market strategies. To reach

more microenterprises, Somo is engaging a targeted approach in the low-income residential areas where a

majority of the small businesses are located and using strategies that include door-to-door recruitment.

Integrating benefits for small businesses. Besides the Digikua platform, Somo is also incentivizing the small

businesses to board the Tengeneza na Somo vehicle, an opportunity that grants them access to fully-

equipped production facilities as well as product branding and an e-commerce marketplace. This integration

eliminates production barriers for small businesses, such as quality certification, premise permits, among

many others, and allows them to optimize production and enjoy marketing support that catalyzes growth. 

What does the path to scale look like?

MSMEs learning about digital business and financial management through Arifu Ltd
www.arifu.com

Last year, 2020, was tough for small businesses, especially those that had not digitized their operations, due to the

disruptions in logistics and supply chains. The restrictions in movements and lockdowns caused a sharp decline in

physical transactions and hit small businesses hard, giving them only two options, digitize and embrace e-

commerce or close down. Arifu Ltd seized this opportunity to train small businesses, especially those owned by

youth and women from low-income areas on digital financial and business management practices that are

accessible through any mobile phone via SMS, Telegram, Facebook Messenger, and WhatsApp. The aim is to

enable the microenterprises to adapt to e-commerce where they can place orders for supplies online, engage with

and deliver supplies to their customers without physical interactions. The Arifu solution provides them with the

know-how that gets them started on the path to digitization, at no cost at all. 
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http://www.arifu.com/


 https://vimeo.com/432844631 - Arifu Chatbot 

https://vimeo.com/436060282 - Arifu WhatsApp 

https://vimeo.com/434276684 - Arifu Facebook Messenger

The demonstrations can be accessed via the following channels:

What do the small businesses learn through Arifu?

To date, Arifu has built a shared database of 90,000 MSMEs with Musoni, Digiduka, and Somo Africa, out of which

some 30,000 small businesses have received invitation messages to engage with the digital content. In order to

incentivize the businesses and drive the conversion rate of content use, the company is providing airtime

equivalent of KES 20 each time to the business owner each time they complete a module. Data from previous

similar interventions by Arifu showed that receiving such training caused a 19.4% increase in daily profits for the

small businesses, with some 47% reporting increase in sales. To date, some 1,453 small businesses are engaging

with digital content through the Arifu platform. 

Path to scale?

The main objective for Arifu is to have as high a conversion rate in the utilization of the content by the MSMEs and

be able to engage in the long run with as many of the 90,000 as possible. To achieve this, the company is trying out

different outreach strategies that include door-to-door mobilization of small businesses as well as sending out

frequent teasers to those who are already engaging with the content, to encourage them to complete the modules

and experience the benefits. 
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Diversifying revenue streams for MSMEs through digital payment services offered by

Digiduka (Duka Financial Technologies) www.digiduka.com

Inadequate capital and low financial liquidity confine small businesses to constantly operate on the edge and

inhibit their growth. This is worsened by a very low-risk appetite by formal financial institutions and digital lenders

to provide credit facilities to the MSMEs. Opportunities for growth look bleak. Duka Financial Technologies

undertook to build a digital retail network called Digiduka (www.digiduka.com) that aims to increase value

addition services for kiosks (small shops) and consumers through an open Application Programme Interface (API)

with the capacity to grow and manage increased demand for thousands of microenterprises. The company is

empowering informal retailers by bringing kiosks into the digital economy by enabling them to accept and offer

digital payments solutions to their customers, get access to other digital services like digital wallets, diversify their

revenue sources through commissions accrued by offering the digital payment services and thereby contributing

to business growth and building resilience against economic shocks. 
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20210418_Digiduka_Android_Video.mp4 - product walkthrough Android

20210418_Digiduka_WhatsApp_Video.mp4 - product walkthrough WhatsApp

To get a visual of how the onboarding process works, the demonstration links below outline the processes:

The digital payment services offered through Digiduka include some of the ones diagrammed below. Consumers

can settle any payment at their nearby kiosk at 70% less fees than paying for the same using M-Pesa. To make

payments, customers use a short USSD code *483*080# which redirects them to a till number that is unique to

each MSME, and the rest of the payment simulates a simple payment transaction.

The figure below shows the digital payment options that the shops transact through the Digiduka platform, upon

which a commission is paid on each transaction successfully executed for a customer.
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http://www.digiduka.com/
http://www.digiduka.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HFtQd5E8AUpefi1uJ-Zdee1yfgsEAM7W/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AyKo_Ty_hOSWVVhfWV6UWyOt-k4xbvJK/view?usp=sharing


To recruit the microenterprises, the company deploys a series of outbound calling and SMS campaigns, coupled

with on-ground activations with their technical teams who engage directly with the business owners, explain the

value proposition, accruing benefits, and resolve any emerging technical hitches to registration. 

To date, a total of 24,970 microenterprises have joined the

Digiduka platform, through a partnership with Technoserve and

MarketForce, up from 3,828 microenterprises in October 2020,

with each registering an average monthly revenue of KES 3,125.

Cumulatively, the shops have recorded a monthly gross

transaction volume of KES 20.7 million and a gross merchandise

volume of KES 100.3 million (for fast-moving consumer goods

such as flour, cooking oil, sugar, etc.). The Digiduka payment

solution has improved the uptake of mobile payment services

for small businesses by reducing the overheads that

telecommunication companies push to the customers.

Path to scale?

A means for the informal retailers to accept digital payments

Access to digital inventory such as ticketing

A module to enable online selling

In order to expand the reach and engage the larger percentage of MSMEs that avoid cashless payments for daily

transactions, the company is creating use cases that are relevant to the everyday operations of the businesses.

They have improved on their value proposition by incorporating three useful components to the Digiduka platform

as follows: 
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Kenya is a continental leader in digital infrastructure which is a foundational pillar in the country’s vision of

building an empowered society where every citizen, enterprise, and organization has digital access and the

capability to participate and thrive in the digital economy.  The COVID-19 crisis created a profoundly disruptive

situation that prompted many Kenyans to accelerate their adoption of digital services (although not uniformly),

while the government and private sector also used the period to accelerate important digitization policies and

investments. Currently, 84% of Kenyans report that digital devices and services are making their lives better and

30% report a rise in their income as a result of using digital services.  The use of digital services for business and

livelihoods has considerable room for growth and deeper engagement.  Recent studies show that while 44% of

self-employed people/business owners use digital services to support their businesses, 86% of this group use

these services to communicate with customers and vendors, while 23–40% use intermediate digital services for

business, and only 15–18% use advanced digital services for business — including digital devices to keep

business records and track stock and sell products and buy supplies through e-commerce platforms. An

estimated 13% of Kenyans have used e-commerce platforms to buy or sell products and services; 40% of these

users face challenges in receiving deliveries (due to lack of precise street addresses and logistics complications).

Some 44% of self-employed people/business owners use digital services to support their businesses; only 15–

18% of them use advanced digital services for business. 

A synthesis of learnings
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3  Kenya Digital Economy Blueprint 2019. 

4  GSMA State of Mobile Connectivity Report 2020. 

5  Kenya Digital Economy Report 2021, Dalberg.
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6 Intermediate services for business include using digital services to find new information and services, market
products on social media, and learn how to improve products. 
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7  Using digital services to keep business records and track stock, pay taxes and levies, sell stock and buy supplies. 

The key strides outlined above position Kenya as a go-to place for digital transformation in sub-Sahara Africa.

However, uptake of digital services among small businesses still remains low at 13%, with only about 15% using

advanced digital services. There are a few constraints and barriers to scale, for example, 69% of basic digital

services users have no access to the internet, 95% have only basic phones, 54% cannot pay for internet

connection, and 69% need help to use digital services. Therefore, narrowing this divide and deepening adoption

requires solutions that account for the nuances and complexities of Kenya’s MSME ecosystem. The innovations

implemented by the KCJF grantees listed in this report sit squarely on the path to addressing barriers for

microenterprises to access and fully utilize advanced digital services to adopt e-commerce and grow.
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Mobilization and incentivization are integral to the recruitment of microenterprises onto the digital services

platforms. In the past half-year, Arifu, Somo, and Digiduka have mobilized and recruited close to 56,000 small

businesses through collaboration, sharing of databases, and deploying various incentives that include free mobile

airtime for every module that is completed by the Arifu learners and a 5% commission on every transaction

through the Digiduka platform. This was driven by the overlap and interfacing of the various services that they

offer to the MSMEs, for example, Arifu offers training to the MSMEs served by the Digikua and Digiduka platforms. 

This joint mobilization avoided a silo approach to working with the SMEs on digitization by the grantees while

enabling them to leverage their available databases to engage and provide complementary services. This is a

critical lesson for scale. That instead of various service providers and enablers working in their own spaces and all

seeking out MSMEs in their own way, it is better and more effective to approach and engage with the MSMEs from

a ‘pool’ perspective that creates an interface experience between and among the different services offered. All

three companies adopted a multi-pronged approach that included sending of text messages and door-to-door

activation of the microenterprises. This proved effective in allaying any doubts and/or anxieties that the small

businesses may have in hesitating to digitize. However, there are cost implications for such strategies and may

require more resources and wider ecosystem collaboration if it is to be done at scale. 

Deepening uptake of advanced digital services by microenterprises. With only 15% of small businesses

utilizing digital services to keep business records, take stock, buy and sell, the digital training on business and

financial management by Arifu, the digitization of inventories and financial management as well as access to a

digital marketplace, and the uptake of digital payment systems by Digiduka are set to widen, deepen, and grow

the utilization of advanced digital services by MSMEs. This portends immense potential for the elimination of

disruptions in the supply chains, stabilization of trade, expansion of credit access, stabilization and growth of

small businesses and their ecosystems, as well as growth of the economy. The next half-year is critical in

onboarding more MSMEs and building an even stronger value proposition in the place of advanced digital services

in not only stabilizing but also growing small businesses and supporting livelihoods. 
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